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The original purpose for No Pass No Play was for kids who had failing grades in school 

not to be able to participate in school activities including band and athletics. However, the 

original idea created by Ross Perot has been morphed to fit the school’s own requirements. One 

perspective that has people worried is the fact that a student cannot participate in his or her 

activity if the student underperforms in the classroom. The other perspective is that it is the right 

thing to do because the child has to understand that school comes first, and he or she will 

succeed more with his/her brain rather than his/her athletic ability. The requirement of No Pass 

No Play is that a student must maintain average grade of 70% or above in every class or that 

student cannot participate in any school related activity; in multiple cases this law has given 

students that extra “push to succeed in their classes.” 

Background 

The program of No Pass No Play was founded to encourage athletes to be better students 

in the class room. This organization was founded by Ross Perot and originated in Texas. Ross 

discovered that athletes in the public school systems were not passing most of their classes. 

Ross’ bill was passed by the Texas legislature in 1984. The bill’s original text stated that any 

student who was failing a class in a six week period was not permitted to attend any extra-

curricular event (athletics and arts) until the grade was raised to passing. This program is now 

implemented in “sixteen of our fifty states” (Education Commission of the States). However, the 

original text of the bill that was passed has now been altered in order to most help the students in 

each state. There are NPNP laws that say that the student cannot play unless he or she has a 

grade over seventy percent. If the student is failing a class, he or she will have to sit out for at 

least thirty days. In a school such as West Liberty High School, located in Muscatine, Iowa. 

However, over the years the program has been criticized on numerous occasions. Dr. Victoria 
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Martin, is a child psychiatrist, located in Richardson, Texas says, “I am sure that this law was 

passed with the best of intentions but it is time to acknowledge it’s a complete failure” (Martin 

1). Also, in the book, No Pass No Play Texas’ Darkest Day: Ross Perot Runs Amok, the program 

is criticized repeatedly. The title of the book says it all, “Texas’ Darkest Day” because most 

people thought it was a terrible decision for Ross Perot to create a program that would make a 

student ineligible to play because they are failing. 

The likely hood of a program like No Pass No Play actually helping a student pass is very 

slim. There are so many different attributes to a student’s success in the classroom, that any 

number of scenarios could be attributed to it. Does the student have a solid grasp on the material? 

Or does the student actually want to learn the material? These are all questions that can be 

accessed to the student. However, the “threat of failing” can sometimes scare a student into 

passing his or her classes so he or she can play in the “big game.” If a child is failing 

consistently, should he or she be tested in order see if that student has a learning disorder? If that 

student does have a learning disorder, however, schools are letting them go at the pace the 

student wants to go at, making it nearly impossible to fail if he or she is in a “special” class. Dr. 

Martin agrees when she says, “This child knows that he will receive whatever ‘accommodations’ 

he needs to pass all subjects.(Martin 1)” Dr. Martin is noting that if a student gets placed in 

Special Ed. than that child has full control over what he or she is learning and when they learn it 

(the student is not being taught the challenges that life will throw in front of them and if the 

student is not pushed to excel in whatever class they are in, whether it be advanced or special ed) 

Then that student has not learned what the teachers are trying so hard to get across, which is if 

the student works hard, success will follow. Overall, there are many different views about NPNP. 

However, No Pass No Play has also helped many students. At The Walker School, Marietta, Ga, 
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there is a NPNP rule, which states if a student does not have a seventy percent average or above 

in any class, then that student cannot participate in any extra curricular activities. However, at 

Pine Mountain Middle School, there is no such program, and as a result, most kids can play 

sports no matter what. In other cases, such as in most colleges, the athlete or performer will be 

suspended indefinitely for a GPA that is lower than a certain number. Year after year, fans see 

the “star” player getting suspended for inadequate grades. This year Michigan State had to 

suspend eight of their players for the bowl game because of a low GPA. This program is trying 

to instill good work habits, so that way one day the students can be successful people in the 

business world. 

Synthesis 

Almost half of the fifty states in the U.S. use a version of No Pass No Play. A 

contradicting side of the problem is: is NPNP necessary to implement in all schools? One theory, 

is that the NPNP law puts too much pressure on students, and if they get sent to a “special” class, 

that student would not build the correct habits to succeed out of that domain, Dr. Victoria Martin 

agrees when she says, ”This child now knows that he will receive whatever “accommodations” 

he needs to pass all subjects”(Martin 1). However, the other theory is that the program of NPNP 

forces the students to do well in their classes or else they will not be able to participate in the 

activities. This theory is supported by Wilton AD Lance Peterson when he says, “We lose some 

athletes each time, but our emphasis is schoolwork as the most important thing at school. It 

hasn’t affected us a lot. The students understand the consequences.” (Peterson 1)What this quote 

is trying to explain, is that school work comes first and if the students don’t think that it is true, 

and then they will have to sit out of activities because of a failing grade.  
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 Conclusion 

 Both sides to this argument that are validated equally. The theory that No Pass No Play 

adds added stress to students to perform well, then due to that stress, the student under-performs 

is one example of why NPNP might fail. However, in some schools, the law of NPNP forces the 

students to focus on their grades, and makes them become the true “student athlete”. Whether or 

not students think that the rules are too strict or to lenient, the only way to correct this problem is 

to talk to the administration. The teachers are always trying to find a way to better their school, 

and the students who reside in it, so they will probably hear out their concerns. Remember, the 

only change that students cannot make, is the one that students do not try to make, President 

Obama’s main idea for his campaign “Change” all one student needs to succeed in his or her 

school work (State of Union 7). 
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